Cloud Computing helps enterprises reduce overall IT costs along with massive economies of scale and efficiency improvements.

The big question – What is stopping enterprises from moving to the cloud?

Some of the challenges:

- Enterprises looking to move to the cloud want to make sure they invest in right technologies
- Businesses will need help in developing a cloud strategy and architecture; they are hesitant when this is not ready
- Plethora of applications that are yet to be web enabled, preventing them from moving to the cloud
- Yet to perform a thorough scan and study on how servers can be consolidated and virtualize

Contact us for a COMPLIMENTARY Cloud Readiness Assessment Service and kick-start your cloud computing journey!

Emerio’s Cloud Enablement & Management Services can help you plan, build and manage a flexible cloud solutions suited to all stages of IT maturity and cloud-readiness.

Increased competition, economic pressures and shrinking budgets are forcing CIOs, Directos and IT Managers to look for a flexible, agile and cost effective solution. Cloud Computing is the paradigm shifting solution that offers agility, control and cost efficiency advantages. The challenge however is to enable IT to fully make use of everything cloud has to offer. Uncertainty around this is holding many customers back, whereas incorrect implementations without proper strategy, architecture and the right cloud enabling IT Partner will often disappoint customers.

Emerio’s Cloud Enablement & Management Services is brought together by its skilled resources, processes and technology that helps determine the best cloud strategy for your enterprise. Emerio leverages the cloud infrastructure and the expertise of its parent company – NTT Communications to provide a robust cloud solution that can help you transform your IT infrastructure into a more secure and agile cloud environment. Emerio operates as a consultative systems integrator that can help you understand and respond appropriately to the risks and costs of different IT delivery models and solutions in relation to your business. Our Cloud Enablement & Management Services help you identify and implement the right roadmap to achieve your objectives cost-effectively, reliably, securely and sustainably.
Emerio’s Cloud Enablement & Management Methodology covers end-to-end cloud solutions that address organizational changes and IT initiatives. In other words, ranging from helping potential customers to set up their cloud infrastructure, to Virtualized environments to Infrastructure and Application Management. With the cloud strategy enablement solution, we guide an organization through an assessment of its current environment followed by enabling and migrating existing applications & infrastructure to the cloud and managing the cloud environment with a solid service management backbone, providing a highly automated ITIL foundation.

Why Emerio:

- **Robust portfolio of cloud services.** Emerio covers full-spectrum cloud solutions – ranging from cloud enablement consulting to modelling and realization to the entire IaaS, PaaS and SaaS layers

- **Skilled resources.** Expert cloud technicians and enterprise application experience that ensures rapid deployment of cloud infrastructure

- **Outcome-focussed approach.** A controlled transformation process, bringing you from PMO to FMO in a reliable and non-disruptive manner. Our engagement management ensures continual improvement and alignment with evolving business requirements

- **Strategic alliances.** Emerio can support today’s leading cloud and related technologies such as Amazon Web Services, Dell VDI, Google Apps, Microsoft Azure, NTT Com, VMware, etc. These alliances allow our customers to gain from best-of-breed and proven solutions

Emerio – Your **REAL** IT Partner

Emerio, an NTT communications company, is a leading IT solutions and services organisation with deep roots in South East Asia.

We provide a suite of solutions and a large stack of IT services to our clients in the Banking and Financial Services, Education, Government, Healthcare, Hospitality, and Social Services domains. With over 1,850 employees we have been providing comprehensive ICT solutions, provisioning and management of IT infrastructure and business applications, data analytics, data visualisation and IT consulting services for the past 19 years.

Our brand values are **REAL**. Reliability, Efficiency and Adaptability is the basis of Long-term relationships with our clients.

Contact Us

Emerio GlobeSoft Pte. Ltd. (Headquarters)
Emerio House, 50 Ubi Crescent #01-05
Ubi Tech Park, Singapore 408568
T: 65 6349 2999
F: 65 6349 2966
W: www.emeriocorp.com
E: info@emeriocorp.com

Your **REAL** IT services partner

Reliable Efficient Adaptable Long-term